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Editor’s Note
Hi all! And welcome to the Wyrd Beta Rulebook. Please keep in mind that we are
currently in a testing phase and anything in this rule book can change for balance
reasons, design decisions and more, we absolutely value your input on this as well!
Thank you for being apart of the testing process.
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Game Summary
In short, Wyrd is about survival in a world that reality is rejecting, a world where a
great disaster has overcome the world and it’s people feed on the scraps left in its
wake. It is a world of oppression, tyranny and blood.
We are a post-apocalyptic LARP heavily influenced by such media as Mad Max, Tank
Girl, Shadowrun, Borderlands and more. Science and magic clash as the world warps
around you, giant Neo Cities jut amongst the Wastes holding Corporate Wars and
crime in it’s underbellies. Slaver Barons wage war against the helpless members of
the Wastelands.
Be a light in the darkness.

Safety Terms & Rules
Holds and Clarifies
Hold:
When someone says “Hold!” it means a dangerous or serious situation is occurring.
Everyone is required to take a knee until the hold is resolved. Anyone else who hears
“Hold!” should also call it out to ensure everyone hears it and is aware of the pause in
the game.
Clarify:

Sometimes during the game people will say, “Clarify” before asking a question out of
game. This can be done by any player when they would like to know an effect or
another appropriate clarification about a situation.
Caution:
When someone says, “Caution!” it means that a dangerous situation is about to arise.
An example would be if you are fighting a non-player character(NPC) and you notice
they are about to get to close to a bench where they could potentially trip. You could
say, “Caution. There’s a bench there.”
Scene:
This is called when a staff member is about to describe an in-game effect or paint a
complex picture in the player characters’(PCs’) heads such as, “The ground fills with
lava and huge demonic hands spring forth.”
White Headbands:
Frequently someone calling a scene will have a white headband on. This is to signify
that they are not in-game. Any time that anyone (staff, NPC, or PC) is out of game,
they should wear a white headband. You may also hold your weapon above your head,
or place a closed fist above your head to signify you are out of game.

Rules of Consent and Personal Safety
At Wyrd, we use 4 techniques of handling intense situations. It is hard to know every
players’ fear or keep track of what may cause duress for some people, but we want to
make sure our players are safe while at the same time create situations in-game that
cause intense drama and have a element of horror. We will never have content aimed
at suicide or sexual abuse.
*Please note that we will have immersive, intense, potentially stressful and horrific
mods that are meant to enhance, dramatize, and thrill, but the player’s safety and
mental well being are always our top priority.
The Stoplight Rule:

If you are ever in a situation and feel it is approaching an uncomfortable place say
“yellow light” to let the player or NPC know that they need to cool it down. If things
continue say “red light” and that person has to stop, step away, and let you collect
yourself in any way you see fit.
The Space Rule:
Sometimes people need time to re-energize or take it easy. We will never penalize
anyone for needing some time to collect themselves or recharge. If you need to step
away from a mod, you have the right to not be questioned about it and have your
space. You may need to clarify that you are out of game if approached.
*Please note that you are responsible for your own self care. If you need to step back
the mod will continue unless a hold is called.
The Rule of Consent:
PCs and NPCs must ask consent before physically touching you. Physical role play in
our game is defined by touching the arms, legs, upper back, or stomach only, when
asking for physical RP permission please state “do you consent to physical RP?” If
you wish for a player not to touch you in any of the assigned physical RP spots please
state “No,” or “ Yes, but just not my X.” Most in-game props not on your character can
be physically taken with the exception of bags. Players are not permitted to touch,
look inside or move another player’s bag or pouch without permission in or out of
game.
The Orange Wristband Rule:
Players who wish to have their boundaries pushed by dramatic, intense situations and
horrific scenes may choose to wear an orange wristband. This indicates that you are
fine with small amounts of physical roleplay, physical challenges, and horrific scenes.
If we think there will be orange content on a mod, the NPC hooking it will say “things
could get hairy”. ‘Hairy’ mods will never have anything on them that would punish you
progression or powerwise. Players have the right to ask the marshal in the white
headband if something involves X content. That marshal will reply yes or no. Please
note that NPCs may follow this rule as well. If you do not see an NPC with an Orange
wristband you must ask permission first before physical RP.
Red Headbands:
For a variety of reasons, players with red headbands are not participating directly in
combat in-game. Players wearing red headbands may not touch others or be touched
during combat except by spell packets. If someone wishes to attack someone with a

red headband with their melee weapon they swing the weapon in the air in front of the
person with the red headband and say their damage and any effects.
Combat
Wyrd is a lightest touch, boffer/latex LARP. In order to maintain a safe and
immersive combat experience all players and NPCs are required to roleplay damage
when taking hits. Please be mindful of your surroundings when in combat. Charging
into combat is not permitted. All combat rules apply to both PCs and NPCs.

Safety

All weapons must be boffer safe or latex and meet the length restrictions defined below.
Players must have their weapons assessed for safety and approved by a staff member
before the start of each event. Approved weapons will be marked by a staff member. Any
weapon that is not marked is considered Unsafe and is not to be used or worn at event.
If at any time during an event another player or staff member feels a weapon is or has
become unsafe, the player must allow a marshall to re-check the weapon. If the weapon is
deemed to be unsafe, it will be removed from the game and returned to the players sleeping
area or be held at the staff hut until the end of the event. It is the player's responsibility to
maintain their weapons and gear and to secure a replacement for a broken or unsafe weapon.
The following are examples of conditions that would make a weapon unsafe: exposed cores,
sharp edges, cracked duct tape and exposed foam, cosmetic attachments of material other
than foam or latex such as metal studs, rope on border areas.

Attacking
Weapon Strikes
All weapon strikes must be lightest touch and cannot be delivered to a player’s head,
groin, feet or hands. Thrusting is allowed with boffer weapons only after a member of
rules staff has determined that it has sufficient padding on the tip and as long as the
weapon retains that padding on its tip.
When delivering base weapon attacks you must call damage number and, if
applicable, source type. Example: “1 fire” When delivering multiple base weapon
attacks you must complete the damage+source script before delivering the next
strike.
When delivering a ability with your weapon you must state the ability name before you
hit with your weapon. If your swing hits, then you must immediately state the damage
and effect before doing anything else. Example: “Sever Limb” Hit. “3 damage, Sever”

Spell/Packet Strikes
Spell packets must be lobbed or tossed and should not be thrown in a dangerous
manner. Just like weapon strikes, they cannot be aimed at the face, hands, or groin.
This applies to packet archery as well.
When delivering a spell you must first complete the spell verbal, damage, and effect.
When delivering multiple spells you must complete the verbal+damage+effect script
before delivering the next spell. (See example above)
Ranged Strikes
When delivering a ranged attack with a bow or crossbow you must count out loud,
“Aiming 1, Aiming 2, Aiming 3,” before throwing a packet at your target. You must
have a bow physical representation(phys rep) in one hand in order to deliver this
attack.
For firearms, you simply fire the shot from the weapon and declare the damage. You
may not fire Nerf firearms in point blank range, if you are within 5 feet of the target,
you call Point Blank and must consider that ammunition used on your card.
When delivering multiple abilities, spells or base attacks you must complete the
ability+damage+effect scripting as outlined above for the first attack before calling
the other. For example: weapon strike “ability name, damage, effect”, weapon strike
“damage” etc.

Terminology and Effects
All effects last 5 seconds unless stated by the attacker. Otherwise, if the attacker
does not clearly state the length, it will be assumed to be 5 seconds.
Ability - Any spell, skill or psychic talent that uses Effort.
Base Damage - The damage you deal with a weapon or spell unaltered by abilities or
passive abilities.
Bind - Target must place arms and legs together, unable to act or move. They can
speak.
Blind - May not attack or defend for the length of the blind, please do not physically
close your eyes.
Buff - A beneficial effect, you may have only one per class at a time. If a Buff says
that it is Latent, that means it must be activated to be used. Buffs last to the end of a
period, in which they must be refreshed.
Bleed - Target can not be healed until your wound is Cauterized or other effect.
Bleed Out - The first four minutes of your death count, in which you can be healed by
normal means to bring you back to consciousness.
Charm - You are considered friendly to that target within reason, can not harm
yourself or others you consider friendly normally.
Disarm - Affected target physically drops their weapon and cannot pick it back up for
5 seconds
Deafened - You are unable to hear, and can not be affected by beneficial vocal
effects.
Death Count - After being reduced to 0 HP, you begin your death count, after four
minutes, you are on Death’s Door, and can only be affected by abilities that
specifically allow it. During both counts you are considered unconscious and cannot
speak, move or use abilities.
Effort - A resource used by all players to fuel their abilities.
Feat of Strength - Being able to do something a normal human could physically not,
IE: Break a door, lift a car, etc
Knockback - Must take 5 steps backwards as you are “knocked back”.
Killing Blow - After an enemy is downed and in their death count, you point your
weapon at them and declare “Killing Blow 1, Killing Blow 2, Killing Blow 3” and they are
instantly dead.

Fear - Target must choose fight or flight, choosing fight removes the ability to use
defensive abilities for 5 seconds, flight removes your ability to use offensive abilities
for 5 seconds.
Horrify - What you have seen, cannot be unseen. The first time a character is hit by
this, he must take 5 steps away in horror and scream, the second time a character is
hit by this without defending it during combat, they are incapacitated in a catatonic
state for 30 seconds, there are abilities in game that can remedy this. Some horrify
abilities increase your insanity level.
Hidden - Affected target cannot be seen as long as you do not move, attack, or use a
ability, unless otherwise stated in a ability
Movement - Must move the number of feet defined in the ability, you are immune to
damage and effects until the movement is complete
Pain - Target roleplays in immense pain, can not take offensive actions for duration
but can still use defensive abilities.
Psychic - Mental abilities, defended by Willpower.
Rage - You are seeing red, enraged and angry. You deal +1 melee damage for the
duration of the effect but are unable to determine friend from foe and take +1
increased damage to yourself from all sources.
Sever/Break Limb - Target limb is unusable indefinitely until repaired or healed
through abilities.
Searching - Spend 10 seconds roleplaying searching a body and you may find
something on the body.
Spell - Magical spells, defended by Willpower.
Strike - A weapon strike whether it be melee or ranged, in the legal hit areas (chest,
upper back, arms, legs). Abilities will stated whether they are a Melee Strike, Ranged
Strike or Packet Strike. Melee is with melee weapons, Ranged is with ranged
weaponry such as a gun or a bow, and Packet Strike is through spell packets.
Stun - Can not act including speaking for the length of stun, damage breaks this
effect.
Slow - Target must move heel to toe pace for the duration of this skill and can not
benefit from abilities and spells that affect movement (Ex: Combat Roll)
Silence - Can not speak or use verbal spells for length of silence.
Taunt - You are committed to attacking the target for up to the time stated by the
skill. You may only attack that target.
Trip - Target must safely take a knee.
Touch - An effect that is used by touching the target, you must ASK the player before
you can physically touch them, if not, a hand hovering near appropriate area is
sufficient.

Resting - You have completed 5 minutes of your Habit, and you are not near combat,
you have effectively “Rested”, restoring your HP and Effort.
Vulnerable - Targets who are Vulnerable take +1 damage from all sources until the
effect ends.
Vocal - By voice, anyone that can hear the skill call are affected by it. (The skill will
specify allies or enemies). If it is a skill that reduces the enemies damage to you, you
must remember to take the damage, it is not necessary to tell the NPC.

Recuperation
Recuperation in Wyrd is done by role-playing for minimum 5 minutes unless modified
otherwise. You must spend 5 minutes roleplaying something your class or race would
do in order to relax or prepare, a Militiamen may clean their gun or weapon, a Martial
Artist may do stretches or kata.
This Recuperation may only be done out of combat, being near or hearing combat
means your mind is not at rest and thus can not Recuperate.

Health
In Wyrd, your physical well-being is determined by a number called “Health Points”.
Being reduced to zero brings you into your death count, during which the first four
minutes you can be healed by normal means, this is called Bleed Out, and during the
last minute, Death’s Door, you can only be affected by specific skills that state that it
affects you during Death’s Door.

Effort
All abilities in Wyrd are fueled by a resource called Effort, all players begin with 10
Effort and there are ways outside of recuperation to restore it. There are ways to
increase this total.
When you are at 0 Effort, you feel winded and you can not use any abilities with an
Effort cost, yet you may still swing your weapon or shoot your gun.

Sanity
As Health is representative to a being’s physical being, Sanity is akin to one’s mental
health. The world of Wyrd is all about being a light in the darkness and embracing that
there is still hope to hold on to. However, there are still terrifying things that lurk in the
dark and evil which takes hold of the known lands. Sometimes it is inevitable that
things that man was not meant to know or experience creeps into your brain and
takes root, feasting on your mental willpower.
All players start with 10 Sanity, and being reduced to 0 Sanity you are considered
Insane and you must report to NPC to take a Mental Detriment. There are abilities
and items that can restore Sanity.

Corruption
The world of Wyrd is deeply corrupted. The latent dangerous energies that came after
the End, as well as the physical pollution has damned the world and made it extremely
hard to live. Every being is naturally corrupted by the energy in the air and pollution in
the ground, mutated and twisted in small ways here and there. Those who have fallen
further to Corruption are those who commit malicious, evil acts and expose
themselves to dangerous magic or environments.
All players start at 5 Corruption. There are many factors which increase your
Corruption and also things in the world which can purge Corruption. As you remove
Corruption, beneficial things happen, and when you gain Corruption, well, bad things
may happen too..

Defending
Defenses must be called within 5 seconds of taking damage or an effect. There are
only 4 defenses in Wyrd.
Resilience
Defends against a physical melee attack.
Dodge
Defends against a physical ranged attack.
Willpower
Defends against a spell or mental effect.
Armor
Defends against numerical damage but does not remove the status effect.

Shields and weapons do not block spells/psychic abilities unless altered by
enhancements/modifications to do so. Magical defenses do not block weapon
strikes. Anything “weapon casted” will be defended by Resilience. Shields block
numerical bullet damage, but not skills/spells/psychic abilities.

Weapons and Armor
Weapons in Wyrd are varied. There are melee and ranged weapons, which include
firearms. While firearms are prevalent in the game, it is up to the player to acquire
bullets to feed the gun, guns are dangerous indeed but when you run out of bullets it
is up to melee weapons to carry your fight. As part of your starting package, you are
given an Ammo Card with a select amount of bullets, but from there it must be looted
and traded for.
Armor gives 1 or more uses of an Armor defense based on quality and type. See
defenses for definition of an Armor defense. You get an Armor defense based on the
type of armor your chest piece qualifies as (Light - 1, Medium 2, Heavy - 3)

You may only have one phys rep per weapon. A latex or boffer sword may not physrep
multiple weapons.

Damage Types
The following are the currently known damage types within Wyrd, attached to them is
a guide on how being affected by it would be roleplayed.
Fire - You’ve been burned by a source, whether it be a Dragon’s Breath round from a
gun, or from a flaming sword, or a strange creature who breathed fire. It stings and
sometimes if the burn is bad enough, it is unable to be felt.
Ice - Something’s chilled you to the bone. It almost feels like a burn, but your limbs
and muscles feel hard to move and stiff. The cold travels through your body.
Electro - You’ve been electrified with a large dose of voltage. You may feel like you just
touched a socket with a fork, if you have hair, it’s standing up all around, and you’re
now extremely staticy.
Plasma/Laser - An energy weapon has attacked you, and it feels like you’ve been
burned by a blowtorch and shocked at the same time, your entire feels warmed, like
you’ve been running a marathon.
Magic - Something mystical you can’t quite place has attacked you. It may depend on
the person who threw the magic and their intent.
Psychic - This damage has affected your brain, it feels like someone reached into your
mind and blendered your brain. Confused and bewildered.
Acid -A corrosive substance has struck you. Sometimes it burns, sometimes it eats
through your armor or weapons. It’s a burn you can’t soothe or put out, it feels
attached to you.
Rad - No, it’s not tubular or excellent. This is burning, mutating and blistering radiation
damage. Sometimes this can even corrupt.

Death and Dying
In Wyrd, your physical well-being is determined by a number called “Health Points”.
Being reduced to zero brings you into your death count, during which the first four
minutes you can be healed by normal means, this is called Bleed Out, and during the

last minute, Death’s Door, you can only be affected by specific skills that state that it
affects you during Death’s Door. You can only shout for help or yell as you are going
down, once you are physically on the ground you can not longer speak or take any
actions, including drinking or using abilities.
Once the 5 minutes have elapsed, you are considered Dead. After this you should
report to a marshal at NPC. Death can cause mysterious things to occur at the game
just because you died does not mean you are dead, sometimes you did not truly die,
and other times even stranger things occur which truly change a person. Some of
what can occur can gain you Insanity points, a mutation, a detriment, or other things.
.Weapons
Note: Any player can use a shield, any weapon including guns for it’s base damage.

Weapon Sizes
One-Handed
Length 24-42”. Base damage of 2

Example: Short Sword, Axe, Hammer, Mace, Club, Chain Sword, Pipe
Two-Handed
Length 48-60”. Polearm/Staff Length 50-60”. Base damage of 3.

Example: Two Handed Sword, Baseball Bat,
Small Weapon
Length 18-24”. Base damage of 1

Example: Dagger, Wrench
Ranged
Must have boffer safe phys rep for bows. Packet archery only. Bows may not be used to bash
or push a player or NPC.
● Bow/Crossbow - M
 ust have boffer safe phys rep. Base damage of 3.
● Throwing Dagger/Shuriken - M
 inimum length 6”. Base damage of 1.
● Wrist Crossbow - Base damage of 1
Fists/Claw
Length 18”. Base damage of 1.
Shield
No wider than a player’s shoulders and cannot be longer than shoulder to knee. Shields can
not be used to bash or push another player or NPC. Shields block numerical damage, but not
skills, and do not block spells/psychic abilities.

Bastard Sword/Spear
Length 40-50”. Base damage equal to how it’s wielded by the player.

Firearms
Guns must be Nerf brand or approved off brand which are BoomCo and Buzz Bee. They must
be non modified for additional speed or impact. Your first few games a non painted gun is
acceptable but over time we would prefer if they were painted for immersion.

Base Damage: 4 for Pistols, 5 for Rifles, 3 for Shotguns, striking all darts from a Shot

Character Creation
In order to make a character, you must first select your Race from the available
races, after which you must select a Hometown to be from, which does not give you a
skill but influences your worldview and culture. These two give you a list of abilities
and passives you may have and acquire. Lastly, you select a Class which determines
your base HP, all players begin the game with 10 Effort. You have 10 XP to spend on
additional abilities or passives you wish to acquire at character creation.
You may not select another class until you have finished one class, meaning you must
have every ability and passive listed under that class. At that point, you may select an
Advanced Class or select another class. You may have at maximum two base classes
and two advanced classes.
Summary:
1) Select a Race
2) Select a Hometown
3) Select a Base Class
4) Spend your 10 XP

Character Advancement and Teaching
You gain a base of 15 XP to spend on learning abilities throughout an event. You may
teach yourself anything up to and including Tier 3 abilities, as well as Racial and Class
Passives. In order to learn Tier 4 and 5 abilities, and gain an Advanced Class or
Master Class, you must learn from a teacher. If you are self-teaching, you can mark
down the skill and cost on your card, and simply write Self-Teach.

After 40 XP spent, you gain +5 HP and +10 Effort.
After 80 XP spent, you gain another +5 HP and another +10 Effort.

Interstory Actions (ISAs)

Even though Wyrd is a quarterly game, that doesn’t mean the action stops after
lay-off is called. There are two types of impacts one can do between events. The first
is RP Events. These are scheduled events where players can participate in Discord
and/or Forum RP. This includes small RP events, small quests or sometimes things
that can impact the world.
The second type of impact is Inter-Story Actions. The player can submit an action and
get a variety of results. Current actions are listed below. When you submit your
action, you must include what you are doing in a detailed account
Travel
You may travel by foot or with your vehicle to any of the hometowns listed or a
location stated in the lorebook. Be warned, some places are much more dangerous
than others. Having a vehicle allows you to travel to a place easier and somewhat
safer, but you are more noticeable. Certain classes may be able to travel to specific
places such as the Sentinels travelling to the Citadel.
Research
You may research a story object, a place, or anything you desire. Bonuses if it is
related to your class and some items may benefit your research.
Scavenge
You search the Wastelands for a specific type of item, while you may not find that
type of item, it is also possible to find some other cool things while scavenging! It’s the
luck of the draw.
Infiltrate Neo Cities (1 per year)

You may infiltrate the Neo Cities in a dangerous mission in order to acquire decent
tech. This is extremely dangerous and you may be hurt or wounded in the process, but
the reward is great. This requires a total of five players choosing this option together.
Plot Action
There are special actions only available to the current plot. They may also interact
with discovered, friendly factions that may pop up from time to time with requests.

Homestead Action
Stay at home! There may benefits to staying at your home! You may spend this action
to build or add an addition to your home that may benefit you on the next Homestead
Action. Choosing to build an addon or add an item does not restrict your ability to
benefit from your current homestead benefits. As it stands, you are the only one that
can use your homestead, but there may be items allow you to host your friends and
allies!

Items and Item Slots
There is no crafting in Wyrd, thus most equipment must be scavenged, looted or
traded for. There will be times with NPCs that will come in to trade looted items for
armor, and there will be loot on modules to facilitate this. Furthermore, you may equip
these items into an item slot. Items can only be switched out an item slot out of
combat and it takes 5 minutes of RP to switch a slot, the following are the slots.
Consumables do not need to be “equipped” like slot items.
If you are wearing an item, if it is below a Rank S (E-A), you simply have to match the
slot. (IE: Wearing a belt when having something in the belt slot)
Any class that is not Street Samurai can implant a cybernetic, but not remove it once
it is placed in without a specific skill or item that allows it. Street Samurai can swap
out their own cybernetics freely.
Item Slots:
Head, Shoulders, Chest, Wrists, Hands,, Neck, Belt, Feet, Two Rings, Two
Trinkets/Curios, Two Cybernetics

Consumable Items

There are a variety of items that are considered consumable. They are marked on the
card as Consumable, or they are Ammo. Consumable items, once used, must be
ripped up and placed in a basket in NPC when you can. The method for using the
Consumable items is a 5 count. You may not consume an item for healing while in
Bleeding Out or Death’s Door. You may administer a consumable to a person why they
are in that state with the same 5 count.

Races
The following are the races are the ones currently found in the world of Wyrd. In
Wyrd, we emphasize on where you’re from as opposed to who you are, as depending
on where you are from, your behavior and role-play may change.

Humans
The most numerous race in the world. Adaptable, resilient and with the uncanny ability
to always come on top. It is a miracle that through all of the corruption and pollution
of the Wyrd, that the human race came out unscathed. While that is true for the most
part, there are large groups of former humans, called Mutants, which have been
corrupted by the Wyrd and live in the fringes of the Wastelands.
Humanity is a varied race, and as mentioned before, it is through sheer adaptability
and resilience that they continue to live through recent events. However, it is not
without entirely changes, most Humans who live in the Wastelands grow a variety of
mutations which could be as simple as a strange rash that will never go away, to full
blown tails and third eyes.
Makeup: Costuming and makeup is dependent on your hometown, there are no
makeup requirements for humans unless you choose to have a mutation.
[REDACTED]: UNKNOWN
FALLEN: UNKNOWN
Racial Passives:
Name

Description

Cost

Prerequisites

Human Spirit

Once per event, you

Free

None

gain a free use of
Willpower, even if you
do not have the skill.
Adaptability

Once per period, you
may switch an item
slot out during combat.
Out Of Combat, item
slot switching only
takes 2 minutes
instead of 5.

Free

None

Survivalist

You gain +2 permanent
HP.

10 XP

None

Racial Abilities:
Name

Description

Cost

Effort

Prerequisites

Retreat

You make take a
15 foot movement
unharmed as long
as the direction is
away from your
target and out of
harm’s way.

Free

2 Effort

None

Rally

If another Human
within weapon’s
distance is
affected by a
status effect, you
may remove it
and give them +1
damage on their
next weapon
strike.

3 XP

3 Effort

None

Flustra
Flustra are what appear to be plants that have taken human shape and sentience. It's
suspected that the Wyrd caused this phenomenon to happen, however this is mere
speculation as when any of the Flustra are asked where they come from they reply
with they simply awoke one day. Flustra show characteristics that resemble blooming
plants like flowers, with vibrant petals or streaks of color in what looks to be hair
equivalent with skin as green or brown as the forests within they reside. No one
knows for sure how they are “born” as they are usually found quite puzzled, often
scared, and rather “naked” (they do not need to wear clothes but will often choose to
do so in hopes of solidarity with other races).
Many Flustra who have become more accustomed to others not of their kind can be
seen roaming in hopes of finding the few that are “born” in hopes of taking them to
“Home” which is a safe haven created by those who were found before them to teach
them the ways of the current world and the knowledge needed to survive on their own.
Unfortunately, the Flustra don't always find all the new ones and some can be left to
the mercy of the area and peoples to observe and obtain basics such as mannerisms
and interaction with others.
(Please note that the race is plants only, fungi and other plant-like organisms are not
considered flustra.)
Makeup:
Make up includes skin tones of either brown or green with any distinguishing
properties of various types of plants which includes(but not limited to): Spikes, flowers
,branches, petals, leaves, and any mixture of colors that can be found with flowering
plants (so all of them, essentially). Keep in mind that any physical properties you
chose to take on will not give additional effects for your player (i.e. you can’t get
healing properties automatically for being based off an aloe plant).

[REDACTED]: UNKNOWN
Fallen: UNKNOWN
Racial Passives:
Name

Description

Cost

Prerequisites

Here Comes The Sun

Once per period,when
outside during the day
for 1 minute you can
use this passive to
restore 5 HP. This can
affect you during your
Bleed Out.

Free

None

Toxin Filtration

Once per period, when
affected by a Poison or
Disease, you may
immediately call Toxin
Filtration to remove it.

Free

None

Propagation

Once per period, when
you have been affected
by a Break or Sever
Limb effect, you may
regrow or repair your
limb instantly.

10 XP

None

Racial Abilities:
Name

Description

Cost

Effort

Prerequisites

Natural
Camouflage

Hiding behind
foliage that
covers at least
half of your body,
you are now
Hidden. Using an
ability breaks this.

Free

2 Effort

None

Defensive Spores

Packet Strike,
Target takes 2
damage and a
Rage effect.

3 XP

3 Effort

None

Lupine
Man’s best friend was not immune to the changes of the Wyrd. Whether it was the
diversity of their DNA or their perseverance, they successfully changed with it. Now
fully anthropomorphic creatures, they live alongside humans and others in the bizarre
landscape of the dying future. Their hometown is Junktown, a fortress town built into
a massive trash heap filled with tunnels. The Lupine that reside their and come from
there are a very militaristic, survivalist oriented society. Like all other races, behavior,
beliefs and dress originate from their hometown, however natural predispositions that
the Lupine have an extremely strong sense of loyalty and bond with others, and an
impeccably increased sense of hearing and smell, along with a borderline sometimes
obnoxious sense of righteousness.
Makeup: D
 og-like makeup of varying breeds, ears whether are painted on or
prosthetic. Tails are optional.
[REDACTED]: UNKNOWN
Fallen: UNKNOWN
Racial Passives:
Name

Description

Cost

Prerequisites

Enemies of the
Adversary

You may permanently
see Spirits, and you
may call “Sense
Adversary”, and if you

Free

None

detect one, once per
period you may swing
+1 damage for 5
minutes against that
target.
Rugged Survivalist

Lupine gain a
permanent +2 HP.

Free

None

Unwavering Loyalty

Once per period, you
may use the Intercept
ability for free, and
gain +2 temporary HP
after using it, which
expires after use.

10 XP

None

Racial Abilities:
Name

Description

Cost

Effort

Prerequisites

Bounding Leap

You may take a 5’
step unharmed.

Free

2 Effort

None

Inspiring Howl

Vocal, You may
grant any player
who can hear you
a free Combat
Roll use and after
it is completed, +1
on their next
physical ranged
or melee strike.

5 XP

5 Effort

None

Orodvicians
As almost a strange duality to the Flustra, the Ordovicians are a fish-like species who
instinctively hatch from their strange eggs not only fully grown, but with a basic
understanding of language, social fundamentals and how to defend themselves.
Ordovicians tend not to call anywhere particular home, as clutches of Ordovician eggs
are found in deep, dark caves everywhere in the Wastelands.
These small clutches are called a Shoal, and they do not usually become larger than
twenty five to a hundred. Their social structure is imparted on them on birth
depending on the symbol imprinted on their forehead, and it is with this that
determines what caste they are and what role in Ordovician society they will fulfill.
Warrior Caste - These fulfill the defense of Shoals as well as the manual labor and
work - Lambda Symbol
Scholastic Caste - This Caste is responsible for maintaining records, commerce and
trade with the outside world and governing the societies - Sigma Symbol
Priesthood Caste - This Caste is responsible for learning anything they can about
magic in the world, as well as keeping the faith in the Creator. - Phi Symbol
Makeup: D
 eep sea fish creatures such as Anglerfish or squid/octopi, gills
[REDACTED]: UNKNOWN
Fallen: UNKNOWN
Racial Passives:

Name

Description

Cost

Prerequisites

Born Ready

Depending on your
Caste, you gain a
permanent benefit. All
Ordovicians can see in
environmental
darkness.

Free

None

Warrior - One free use
of Intercept per period.
Scholastic - One free
use of Combat Roll per
period.
Priesthood - One free
use of First Aid per
period.
Redundant Organs

All Bleed effects
automatically
disappear after 30
seconds if not treated.

Free

None

Hardened Carapace

Gain 1 permanent
Armor defense that
can be refreshed upon
recuperation.

10 XP

None

Racial Abilities:
Name

Description

Cost

Effort

Prerequisites

Glowing Body

Mental Effect,
Taunt, Point at
two targets, they
must attack you
for 30 seconds.

Free

3 Effort

None

Ink Blot

Packet Strike,
Target takes 2
damage and a
Blind effect.

5 XP

5 Effort

None

Samhainkind
No one knows the true tale of how the Samhainkind came about. It is assumed that
when during the Wyrd happened, something happened to a group of people that
caused their faces to become mutated, with missing noses, exposed skull and more.
Furthermore, they discovered that they could feed off the fear of others, whether they
use this power for good, or evil, is up to the individual Samhainkind. Fear fuels their
very essence, and without constant exposure to fear, a Samhainkind will deteriorate
and become something much darker. However most Samhainkind use this power for
good, and despite their outwardly sinister appearance and general rowdiness, use
their absorption of fear to aid others.
Very rarely has a living person seen the face of a Samhainkind. At coming of age, they
are thrown into what’s called the Vail Pit, a giant crater near their settlement under
the base of a great Hallow Tree. Here they spend twelve hours near those who have
failed the rite, in blackness and uncertainty. Those who make it out after the twelve
hours, are given their Halloween mask which they will wear for life, and the mask
which will be carved into the Great Hallow Tree when they die.
Makeup: A
 Halloween style mask whether painted on or physically worn. Preferably a
half mask. Full masks are appropriate however, you must be able to breathe, speak
and comfortably wear it throughout the event.
[REDACTED]: UNKNOWN
Fallen: UNKNOWN
Racial Passives:
Name

Description

Cost

Prerequisites

Embrace the Fear

Once per period, when
a Fear or Horrify effect
strikes you, you heal
5HP.

Free

None

Mask of Fear

The Samhainkind’s
mask counts as a Head
slot item and gives the
Samhainkind one
Armor defense, it can
be upgraded through
items found in game.
Samhainkind can only

Free

None

wear Mask items in
their Head slot.
Big Dark Love

Once per period, you
and any other Samhain
kind deal +1 damage
from all sources to 1
target for 5 minutes.
This effect can not be
stacked.

10 XP

None

Racial Abilities:
Name

Description

Cost

Effort

Prerequisites

Horrifying Visage

Packet Strike,
Target takes a
Horrify effect.

Free

2 Effort

None

Fear Itself

Vocal, You may
call this ability to
remove a Fear or
Horrify effect to
all who can hear
your voice, they
also heal 5 HP.

4 XP

4 Effort

None

Classes
As stated previously, you may not take a second class until you have fully completed
your current class. After which, you may select an advanced class from your current
class, or take another base class. There may be in the future advanced classes that
are hybrids of two basic classes, but for now, especially for the Alpha and Beta, these
beta classes are only available.

Chopper
Base HP: 8
Description: T he relentless nature of the world of Wyrd has created a relentless and dangerous skill
set known as a Chopper. They are known to have little disregard for their own safety as they wield
dangerous, often customized melee weapons into combat.
Advanced Classes: Brute, Ripper

Passives:
Name

Description

Cost

Prerequisite

Chop Em Up!

Each successful attack
with a melee weapon
adds +1 damage until
reaching a maximum of
+2, when the Chopper
takes damage, the
stack resets back to
+0. This can stack with
damage bonuses given
from skills.

Cost: Free

None

Shank and Smile

When using Chop Em
Up! and you take
damage, your stack
only resets back to a
minimum of +1.

Cost: 10 XP

None

Customized Killing
Implements

Choose two 1 handed
weapons or a two
handed weapon to be
your custom weapon.
You may “modify” it to
be able to, once per
recuperation with
roleplay, modify two
melee strikes with one
of the following
modifiers: Bleed, Trip,
Stun, or Knockback.

Cost: 10 XP

Shank and Smile

Blood, Blood, BLOOD!

Your Chop Em Up!
stack goes up to a
maximum of +3.

Cost: 10 XP

Customized Killing
Implements

Missed Me!

You may now use
Dodge as a Tier 3
ability.

Cost: 10 XP

Blood, Blood, BLOOD!

My Mind Is On Fire!

You may use Willpower
as a Tier 3 ability.

Cost: 10 XP

Missed Me!

Abilities:
Name

Description

Cost

Effort

Prerequisite

Resilience

You may call
Resilience to
defend against
any physical
melee attack.

Free

3 Effort

None

Vital Strike

Strike, Add +1
damage to a
single melee
strike.

Free

1 Effort

None

Cheap Shot

Strike, Target
takes a Stun
effect

1 XP

1 Effort

None

Kidney Shot

Strike, Target
takes a
Vulnerable effect.

1 XP

1 Effort

None

Bash

Strike, Target
takes a
Knockback

1 XP

1 Effort

None

Critical Strike

Strike, Deal +2
melee weapon
damage.

2 XP

2 Effort

Vital Strike

Hamstring

Strike, +1 damage
and target takes
a Slow effect

2 XP

2 Effort

Cheap Shot

Rage

Buff, For 1 minute
you deal an
additional +1
melee damage,
but take an

2 XP

2 Effort

Vital Strike

additional +1
damage from all
sources, you can
not discern friend
from foe.
Brutalize

Strike, +1 damage
and target takes
a Stun and a Trip
effect.

3 XP

3 Effort

Rage

Leap

Movement, take
10 steps
unharmed.

3 XP

3 Effort

Hamstring

Demoralizing
Shout

Mental Effect,
Target deals -1
damage against
you for 1 minute.
This only goes to
a minimum of 1.

3 XP

3 Effort

Critical Strike

Ignore Pain

Buff, Gain 1
temporary
Armory defense
and immunity to
Pain effects while
the temporary
armor lasts.
When the defense
is used, this ability
ends.

4 XP

4 Effort

Brutalize

Bypass

Strike, you may
deliver melee
damage that goes
through shields or
weapons.

4 XP

4 Effort

Demoralizing
Shout

Eye Gouge

Strike, Target
takes +2 damage
and a Blind.

4 XP

4 Effort

Leap

Sever Limb

Strike, Target limb
is removed and
they also suffer a
Bleed effect.

5 XP

5 Effort

Ignore Pain

Overpower

If one of your
Melee Strike
abilities is
defended by
Resilience, you

5 XP

5 Effort

Bypass

may call
Overpower to
bypass it and
deliver the strike
anyway, they can
use another
defense if they
have one.
Eviscerate

Strike, target
takes +2 damage
as well as a
Vulnerable and
Trip effects.

5 XP

5 Effort

Eye Gouge

Pinnacle Ability
KILL EM ALL!

For 5 minutes,
your Chop Em’ Up
stacks do NOT
reset, you can not
fall to your death
count from taking
damage, and you
are immune to
Fear, Horrify and
Pain effects, after
the 5 minutes,
any undefended
damage is taken
and you will fall
into your death
count.

Free

Once Per Event,
0 Effort

None

Gunslinger
Base HP: 6
Description: I n the Wastelands and the world of Wyrd, you’re either quick or you’re
dead, to be at the barrel of a gun is at the mercy of Mother Death, is a saying in La
Catrina. Gunslingers are a profession in this world that is quick on the draw and an
expert in the wielding of a firearm.
Advanced Classes: Pistoleer, Rifleman

Passives:
Name

Description

Cost

Prerequisite

Marked for Death

You may mark a target
for death delivering a
successful ranged
strike and declaring
them “Marked for
Death”. Some abilities
may only be used
against Marked
targets, and you gain a
+1 damage against
them. You can not
remove the Mark
unless the target dies.

Cost: Free

None

Staredown

Your marked target
also deals -1 damage
against you.

Cost: 10 XP

None

Bullet Time

Once per period, one
target that has been
Marked is under a Slow
effect for 5 minutes.
This can’t be defended.

Cost: 10 XP

Staredown

Familiar Friend

Pick a firearm type
(Rifle, Pistol, Shotgun).
When using that type,
you do an additional +1
damage against your
Marked target.

Cost: 10 XP

Bullet Time

Rugged

You may now use
Resilience as a Tier 3
ability.

Cost: 10 XP

Familiar Friend

Steeled Nerves

You may now use
Willpower as a Tier 3
ability.

Cost: 10 XP

Steeled Nerves

Abilities:
Name

Description

Cost

Effort

Prerequisite

Dodge

You may defend
against a ranged
physical attack.

Free

3 Effort

None

Vital Shot

Ranged Strike,
You deal +1
damage to a
target.

Free

1 Effort

None

Stun Shot

Ranged Strike,
Target takes a
Stun effect.

1 XP

1 Effort

None

Hammer Shot

Ranged Strike,
Target takes a
Knockback effect.

1 XP

1 Effort

None

Gut Shot

Ranged Strike,
Target takes a
Bleed effect.

1 XP

1 Effort

None

Critical Shot

Ranged Strike,
You deal +2
damage to a
ranged target.

2 XP

2 Effort

Vital Shot

Combat Roll

You may take 5
steps unharmed
in any direction.

2 XP

2 Effort

Hammer Shot

Kneecap

Ranged Strike,

2 XP

2 Effort

Gut Shot

Target takes a
Trip effect.
Hold Up

You must
approach target
from behind,
holding gun to his
back, they fall
under a Charm
effect for 30
seconds.

3 XP

3 Effort

Critical Shot

Disengage

Ranged Strike,
Marked target
takes +1 damage
and a Knockback,
and you take a
free 10 foot step.

3 XP

3 Effort

Combat Roll

Aimed Shot

Ranged Strike,
Marked target
takes +3 damage.

3 XP

3 Effort

Kneecap

Leg Shot

Ranged Strike,
Marked target
takes +2 damage
and a Slow.

4 XP

4 Effort

Disengage

Crack Shot

Ranged Strike,
Marked target
takes +3 damage
and also
bypasses shields.

4 XP

4 Effort

Aimed Shot

Human Shield

You may redirect
numerical
damage or ability
to one person
within weapon’s
distance both
enemies or
allies..both

4 XP

4 Effort

Hold Up

Brutal Shot

Ranged Strike,
Marked target
takes +2 damage
and a Sever Limb
of your choice,
and a Bleed
effect.

5 XP

5 Effort

Leg Shot

Execution Shot

Ranged, If your
Hold Up target is

5 XP

5 Effort

Human Shield

Marked, you may
deal +5 damage
and target takes
a Trip and
Vulnerable effect.
Fan the Hammer

Ranged Strike,
You instantly deal
the total damage
of what’s inside
your firearm to
your Marked
target, but you
must empty your
entire
clip/chamber/etc
and reload. (Up to
a maximum of 50
damage).

5 XP

5 Effort

Crack Shot

Once Per Event,
0 Effort

None

Pinnacle Ability
High Noon

You may now
Mark an
additional four
other targets that
lasts 15 seconds..
If you have used
Bullet Time this
period already, it
refreshes.
You deal an
additional +1
damage against
Marked targets,
and when you use
a gun ability on a
Marked target, if
any other Marked
target is in
weapon’s
distance, it also
takes the ability
with no extra
effort spent.

Free

Martial Artist
Base HP: 8
Description: I n the Wastelands, there are people who harden their bodies and push
themselves past the physical limit. Through their beliefs and meditation, they wield a
mystical force into battle.
Advanced Classes: Psychic Fighter, Master

Passives:
Name

Description

Cost

Prerequisite

Martial Arts Training

When using Fists, you
deal a base 2 damage.
You may use 24” boffer
weapons as fists. You
also gain access to
stances of the 5
Elements. Each
Stances provides a
passive benefit, and
unless otherwise
stated, can only be
under the effect of one
Stance at a time. To
switch Stances, you
must spend 5 seconds
roleplaying. Some
abilities may be

Cost: Free

None

enhanced if you are in
the correct stance.
Wood: You gain +2
temporary HP that can
be refreshed when
resting, but not healed.
Fire: Your base damage
increases to 3.
Earth: You can not be
affected by movement
limiting effects (Bind,
Slow, Trip, Knockback)
Metal: Effects from
attack abilities
increase by 5 seconds.
Water: All of your
movement effects are
increased by 5’.
Iron Shirt Technique

You may use Resilience
against firearms.

Cost: 10 XP

None

Hardness of Body

Once per period, in
response to a melee
weapon strike, you
may call Sunder.

Cost: 10 XP

Iron Shirt Technique

Open The Pathways

Once per period, you
may use a Miraculous
Ability one of the
following:

Cost: 10 XP

Wholeness of Body

Swallow the Sea Imbibe up to 3
containers of a liquid
without taking any
negative effect.
Iron Neck - You are
immune to severs and
breaks for 30 seconds.
Stretch the World Packet Strike, you may
pull a target or an
object to you.
Untouched by Flame -

You are immune to Fire
damage for 1 minute.
Breath of Life Sacrifice up to your
current HP total to a
target, they take that
in healing and it may be
used while they are on
Death’s Door.
Mind Pathway

You may now use
Willpower as a Tier 3
ability.

Cost: 10 XP

Open the Pathways

Heart Pathway

You may now use
Dodge as a Tier 3
ability.

Cost: 10 XP

Mind Pathway

Abilities:
Name

Description

Cost

Effort

Prerequisite

Resilience

You may defend
against a melee
physical ability or
damage.

Free

3 Effort

None

Vital Strike

Melee Strike,
Target takes +1
damage.

Free

2 Effort

None

Bash

Melee Strike,
Target takes a
Knockback effect.

1 XP

1 Effort

None

Cheap Shot

Melee Strike,
Target takes a
Stun effect.

1 XP

1 Effort

None

Disarm

Melee Strike on
one limb, target
must drop
weapon held in

1 XP

1 Effort

None

that limb.
Critical Strike

Melee Strike,
Target takes +2
damage.

2 XP

2 Effort

Vital Strike

Wave Strike

Melee Strike,
Target and 2
others within
weapon’s
distance take
weapon damage
+1.

2 XP

2 Effort

Disarm

Hamstring

Strike, +1 damage
and target takes
a Slow effect

2 XP

2 Effort

Cheap Shot

Mountain
Crushing
Technique

Strike, Target
takes +1 and a
Trip effect. If you
are in Earth
stance, deals +2.

3 XP

3 Effort

Critical Strike

Leap

Movement, take
10 steps
unharmed.

3 XP

3 Effort

Hamstring

Revivify

After 10 seconds
of roleplay, you
heal 5 HP. If you
are in Wood
Stance, it is only
5 seconds of RP.

3 XP

3 Effort

Wave Strike

Cleanse Body

Buff, When
affected by a
negative effect,
you may remove
it instantly and
gain a free 5
steps towards
who affected you.
If you are in
Water Stance,
this is doubled.

4 XP

4 Effort

Revivify

Surge Motion Fist

Packet Strike,
Target takes 4
Magic Damage
and a Vulnerable
effect, if you are
in Fire Stance,

4 XP

4 Effort

Leap

this deals 5
damage.
Overpower

If one of your
Melee Strike
abilities is
defended by
Resilience, you
may call
Overpower to
bypass it and
deliver the strike
anyway, they can
use another
defense if they
have one.

4 XP

4 Effort

Mountain
Crushing
Technique

Steel Rending
Grasp

Melee Strike,
Target limb takes
a Break effect
and deals +2
damage. If you
are in Metal
stance, this does
a Sever effect
and +3 damage.

5 XP

5 Effort

Mountain
Crushing
Technique

Five Point
Exploding Palm

Melee Strike,
Target takes a
Knockback 10,
after which they
take +8 Magic
damage.

5 XP

5 Effort

Overpower

Bullet Reflection

You may call
“Reflect” to the
next 3 firearms
attacks OR skills
delivered to you.

5 XP

5 Effort

Cleanse Body

Once Per Event,
0 Effort

None

Pinnacle Ability
Art of Dragon’s
Breathing

When using this
ability, you gain
the benefits of all
five of your
stances at once,

Free

your Effort
refreshes and
you are immune
to movement
effects.
After 1 minute,
you are in Bleed
Out..

Militaman
Base HP: 10
Description: O
 ne of the oldest professions in the world, Militiaman is a trained
defender of their territory or organization, and with Chopper, makes up the bulk of the
armies in the Wastelands with their ability to command squads and use effective
tactics,.
Advanced Classes: Commando, Squad Leader

Passives:
Name

Description

Cost

Prerequisite

Squad

You may grant up to
four other players to
be a member of your
Squad, you must give
them a symbol to
signify this. All
members of the squad,
excluding you, gain +1
HP and your abilities
may be magnified or
only useable on Squad
members. Players may
only be a member of 1
squad, it takes 1 minute
to form the squad.

Cost: Free

None

Improved Tactics

You may have an
additional two
members in your
Squad.

Cost: 10 XP

None

Leadership

Your Squad members
can not be turned
against each other
through any means.
The Squad Leader may
also call defenses for
other members as long
as they are in
weapon’s distance.

Cost: 10 XP

Improved Tactics

Squad Training

Your Squad HP bonus
increases to +2.

Cost: 10 XP

Leadership

Warmind

You may now use
Willpower as a Tier 3
ability.

Cost: 10 XP

Squad Training

Combat Reflexes

You may now use
Dodge as a Tier 3
ability.

Cost: 10 XP

Warmind

Abilities:
Name

Description

Cost

Effort

Prerequisite

Resilience

You may defend
against a melee
physical ability.

Free

3 Effort

None

Vital Shot

Ranged Strike,
You deal +1
damage to a
target.

Free

2 Effort

None

Vital Strike

Melee Strike, You
deal +1 damage to
a target.

1 XP

1 Effort

None

Bash

Melee Strike,
Target takes a
Knockback effect.

1 XP

1 Effort

None

Disarm

Strike, Target limb
must drop
weapon held.

1 XP

1 Effort

None

Intercept

You may take an
ability or
numerical
damage to an ally

2 XP

2 Effort

Vital Strike

within weapon’s
distance, you may
call a skill or
defense in
response.
Taunt

Mental Effect,
Point at target
and they must
attack you for 30
seconds.

2 XP

2 Effort

Bash

Hang In There

Touch, target’s
death count is
extended by 1
minute. You do
not need to keep
in contact with
the character
after using it.

2 XP

2 Effort

Disarm

Get Down!

You and your
Squad members
may immediately
use a free use of
Combat Roll.

3 XP

3 Effort

Intercept

Demoralizing
Shout

Mental Effect,
Target deals -1
damage against
you for 1 minute.

3 XP

3 Effort

Taunt

Covering Fire

Ranged Strike,
Target takes +3
damage and your
Squad members
may immediately
take a 10 step
towards the
target and deal +1
damage on their
next ability or
weapon strike.

3 XP

3 Effort

Hang In There

Ignore Pain

Buff, Self Only,
Gain 1 temporary
Armor defense
and immunity to
Pain effects while
the temporary
armor lasts. You
may apply this to
your Squad at the

4 XP

4 Effort

Demoralizing
Shout

same time.
Inspiring Shout

Vocal, Any player
who hears the
skill may instantly
remove all
negative effects.

4 XP

4 Effort

Get Down!

Reflect

You may reflect a
melee ability back
at the target, you
may use this in
conjunction with
Intercept. You
may use this if
any squad
member in
weapon’s
distance is
attacked.

4 XP

4 Effort

Covering Fire

Battle Cry

Vocal, Any player
who hears this
skill deals +1
damage with any
physical abilities
for 3 strikes.

5 XP

5 Effort

Inspiring Shout

Brutal Shot

Ranged Strike,
Marked target
takes +2 damage
and a Sever Limb
of your choice,
and a Bleed
effect.

5 XP

5 Effort

Reflect

All Out Attack

Ranged or Melee
Strike, All squad
members deal +5
damage to their
next ability or
weapon strike.

5 XP

5 Effort

Ignore Pain

Once Per Event,
0 Effort

None

Pinnacle Ability
Assault Tactics

You immediately
grant all players

Free

who can hear
your skill gain +5
temporary HP, +5
temporary Effort
that disappears
when used.
For 5 minutes
after, all players
are considered
your Squad and
gain +2 damage
from all sources.
This ability does
not stack with
other Militiaman.

Occultist
Base HP: 6
Description: P
 ower without sacrifice have no meaning. Without sacrifice, one can not understand the

Powers that exist beyond our understanding. The Occultist is simply a seeker of this understanding.
They sacrifice their blood and body to strengthen their souls to handle the truth. Yet in this pursuit,
they knowingly, sometimes unknowingly, pledge their existence to something beyond them. This bond or
Pact is manifested into a weapon of some kind.

NOTE: Backstory is required for this class, and you will work with staff on the method of your Pact,
your Pact may require things from you in exchange for your ongoing power. Also all Occultist get a
Bond Weapon that is either a pistol or a one handed melee weapon. This may be disarmed or sundered.
When sundered, you must re-summon during Recuperation.
Patrons:
Wyrd: You steal the power of the Wyrd from the shadows of the world. People call you crazy for doing
so but you know you aren’t. Yet sometimes you swear the shadows are watching you in the dead of
night.
Celestial: The Stars above and The Moon on high. You learned that magic and science are two sides of
the same coin. Through study of space and science you discovered a voice that called out to you. It
told you of lost secrets and technology. It cried out for you to join them among the stars and you
realized you would love nothing more.
The Forgotten Ones : You were lost in the wilds. All the hope you ever had was gone and lost to you. As
that slaver’s blade or mutants bullet was about to end your miserable life, something saved you. You
couldn’t grasp what they were but they made you an offer. Serve and worship them and you will never
fear again. You will be the hope for yourself and others and nothing will be able to stop you. In that
moment, you agreed though you are no longer sure They truly cared about you.

Passives:
Name

Description

Cost

Prerequisite

The First Lesson

You gain +1 damage
with your Bond weapon
and spells but you
permanently sacrifice
1HP. All attacks deal
Magic damage and are
considered spells only
for class related
abilities/passives.

Free

None

Eyes in the Dark

Once per period, you
may reflect a spell or
psychic ability back at
the caster. At night,
this increases to 2.

Cost: 10 XP

None

The Second Lesson

Your damage increase
with your Bond weapon
and spells increases
by an additional +1 and
you permanently
sacrifice an additional 1
HP.

Cost: 10 XP

Eyes in the Dark

Deaf Men Hear Only
Truth

You gain the ability to
sense most forms of
magic and detect
where it comes from
and it’s intent/type.

Cost: 10 XP

The Second Lesson

A Master’s Wisdom

You may now use
Dodge as a Tier 3
ability.

Cost: 10 XP

Deaf Men Hear Only
Truth

Harsh Lessons

You may now use
Resilience as a Tier 3
ability.

Cost: 10 XP

A Master's Wisdom

Abilities:
Name

Description

Cost

Effort

Prerequisite

Willpower

You may call
Willpower to any
spell or psychic
ability.

Free

3 Effort

None

Wyrdic Blast

Bond Weapon
Strike, Spell, Deal
1 Magic damage.

Free

1 Effort

None

Grasp of the
Deep

Packet Strike,
Spell, Pull target
up to 10 steps

1 XP

1 Effort

None

toward you.
Gathering What
Was Lost

Ask a marshal to
gain one piece of
random minor
information about
an item.

1 XP

1 Effort

None

Mouth of Leeches

Use after
delivering a killing
blow to a target,
restore 1 HP.

1 XP

1 Effort

None

Combat Roll

Movement, You
may take 5 steps
in any direction.

2 XP

2 Effort

Grasp of the
Deep

Detect Hidden

You may use this
skill to reveal one
target within
physical eyesight
from Hidden.

2 XP

2 Effort

Gathering What
was Lost

Unhinged
Spellcraft

Packet Strike,
Spell, You deal 3
Magic damage
and a Vulnerable
effect to a target.

2 XP

2 Effort

Mouth of Leeches

Armor of (Pact)

Buff, Gain 1
temporary Armor
defense that
cannot be
restored via rest.
Lasts until end of
period.

3 XP

3 Effort

Combat Roll

Whispers in the
Mind

Learn a unique
piece of
information about
a target NPC or
item within arm’s
reach.

3 XP

3 Effort

Detect Hidden

Bound and
Chained

Packet Strike,
Target enemy
takes Disarm and
Bind effects.

3 XP

3 Effort

Unhinged
Spellcraft

Breaking the
Mold

Buff, Remove any
negative status
effect and heal 2
HP.

4 XP

4 Effort

Armor of (Pact)

Screams in the
Night

Bond Weapon
Strike, Target
takes Horrify and
Vulnerable effect,
plus base weapon
damage.

4 XP

4 Effort

Whispers in the
Mind

Blades of the
Damn

Bond Weapon
Strike or Packet
Strike, Target
takes a Break
Limb and Pain
effect. When
using Truth of the
Patron, Break
Limb becomes a
Sever and Bleed.

4 XP

4 Effort

Bound and
Chained

Truth, Lies, and
Eyes

Bond Weapon or
Packet Strike,
Deal 3 Magic
damage and 2
status effects of
your choosing. In
addition, one of
those status
effects also
affects you.

5 XP

5 Effort

Screams in the
Night

Borrowing Time

You may become
immune to all
status effects for
30 seconds, but
after the 30
seconds, you
must take all of
the status
effects.

5 XP

5 Effort

Breaking the
Mold

Master’s Blessing

Bond Weapon
Strike, You deal
10 Magic damage
to the target.

5 XP

5 Effort

Blades of the
Damn

Once Per Event,
0 Effort

None

Pinnacle Ability
The Truth

For 1 minute, you
are immune to
Blind, Slow, Sever,
Break and Bind.
Your Bond

Free

delivered abilities
do not cost Effort.
You gain +1
damage and your
Bond weapon can
not be sundered.
When this
finishes, you fall
into Bleed Out.
You can increase
this to 5 minutes
and gain +2 to all
damage, and you
may summon a
second Bond
weapon but fall
into Death’s Door
when finishing.

Sawbones
Base HP: 6
Description: I n the the world of Wyrd, outside of the higher echelons of the Neo Cities and in the
company of some Slaver Barons, medical care is at a rarity. This is where Sawbones come in, people
who have studied medicine through old documents, or purely just winging it. In a world where a gunshot
or even a simple splinter could mean life or death, the Sawbones are there to prevent that.
Advanced Classes: Doctor, Combat Medic
Passives:
Name

Description

Cost

Prerequisite

First, Do No Harm

The Sawbones may call
“Diagnose” for free on
any target to
determine its current
HP level and any
lingering effects, this
includes Diseases and
Poisons.

Cost: Free

None

Nerves of Steel

Damage no longer
breaks any of your
treatment/healing
abilities and your First
Aid and Advanced First
Aid can now be used
up to 30 seconds.

Cost: 10 XP

None

Multi-Tasking Medic

You may use First Aid
or any other treatment
skill on two targets at
the same time, but
double the Effort cost
of the abilities.

Cost: 10 XP

Nerves of Steel

Improved Treatment
Plan

You may conduct 1
other Treatment skill
(except Defibrillation)
while applying First
Aid, the total Effort
cost must still be
spent.

Cost: 10 XP

Combat Triage

Combat Reflexes

You may now use
Dodge as a Tier 3
ability.

Cost: 10 XP

Improved Treatment
Plan

Grin and Bare It

You may now use
Resilience as a Tier 3
ability.

Cost: 10 XP

Combat Reflexes

Abilities:
Name

Description

Cost

Effort

Prerequisite

Willpower

You may call
Willpower to any
mental or magical
effect.

Free

3 Effort

None

First Aid

Touch, Heal
target 1 HP per 1
seconds for up to
20 seconds.
Must be carrying
first aid physrep.
This cannot be
used on a target
in Death’s Door.

Free

0 Effort

None

Cauterize

Touch, After 5
seconds of

1 XP

1 Effort

None

uninterrupted RP,
remove Bleed
effect from
target.
Simple
Medications

Touch, target has
Pain, Fear or
Horrify removed.

1 XP

1 Effort

None

Vital Strike

Melee Strike,
Target takes +1
damage.

1 XP

1 Effort

None

Combat Roll

You may take 5
steps in any
direction
unharmed.

2 XP

2 Effort

None

Steroid Injection

Buff, You grant
the target +1
damage for 5
attacks.

2 XP

2 Effort

Simple
Medications

Critical Strike

Melee Strike,
Target takes +2
damage.

2 XP

2 Effort

Vital Strike

Set Limb

Touch, After 10
seconds of
uninterrupted
roleplay, fix
Broken or
Severed Limb,
target takes 2
damage.

3 XP

3 Effort

Cauterize

Advanced First
Aid

Touch, Heal
target 2 HP per 1
second for up to
20 seconds.
Must be carrying
first aid physrep.
This cannot be
used on a target
on Death’s Door.

3 XP

3 Effort

Steroid Injection

Transfusion

Touch, Target
heals 10 HP.

3 XP

3 Effort

Critical Strike

Advanced Steroid
Injection

Buff, up to 5
targets gain +1
damage with all
physical abilities

4 XP

4 Effort

Advanced First
Aid

for 5 minutes.
Adrenaline
Injection

Buff, up to 5
targets gain plus
5 temporary HP.
Once it is
depleted, the HP
is gone.

4 XP

4 Effort

Set Limb

Aerosol
Psychotropics

Vocal, Any player
who hears this
skill may instantly
remove all
negative effects.

4 XP

4 Effort

Transfusion

Emergency
Transfusion

Touch, Target
heals 15 HP.

5 XP

5 Effort

Transfusion

Defibrillation

After 30 seconds
of uninterrupted
roleplay, you
bring someone
out of Death’s
Door. Their death
count is
suspended during
this ability.

5 XP

5 Effort

Aerosol
Psychotropics

Advanced
Adrenaline
Injection

Buff, up to 5
targets gain 2
temporary Armor
defenses. Once
they are depleted,
it is gone.

5 XP

5 Effort

Adrenaline
Injection

Once Per Event,
0 Effort

None

Pinnacle Ability
Triage Tent

When using this
ability, designate
an area that is 20
feet by 20 feet
with a physical
physrep such as
rope or string or
a small section of
a building.
For 15 minutes,

Free

when using
abilities in that
designated area,
all skills restore
+2 more HP, and
have their costs
reduced by 1
Effort.
For every other
Sawbones that is
working in there,
increase the HP
by 1, up to a
maximum of +3
HP and a reduced
cost of 3.
When this ability
ends, anyone
treated in this
area gains the
Buff “Treated
Properly”, and
gains +2
temporary HP for
the period.

Scout
Base HP: 6
Description:
Some of the scariest opponents in the Wastes are the ones that you can't see. That’s
where the Scout comes in. Utilizing cloak and dagger tactics, the Scout uses various
means to take down opponents quickly and quietly, but not always cleanly.
Advanced Classes: Operative, Ranger

Passives:
Name

Description

Cost

Prerequisite

Quick Work

After successfully
delivering a Killing Blow
to a target, you gain a
free use of Combat
Roll or Hide. You may
hold up to 5 uses of
Hide or 3 uses of
Combat Roll this way.
You also may
permanently move heel
to toe pace within
Hidden.

Cost: Free

None

Ambush Tactics

Once per period, you
may select up to five
players including
yourself to be Hidden
with your Hide skill,
when they come out of
Hide, you all do +1
damage with your first
attack. The players in
an Ambush Tactic may
also move heel to toe
pace in Hidden.

Cost: 10 XP

None

Sticky Sapper

You may use a packet
strike three times per
period to disable
target electronic
device, this includes
robotic NPCs.

Cost: 10 XP

Ambush Tactics

Opportunistic Fighter

When a target is under
the effect of a status
effect, all damage from
basic attacks and
abilities is increased by
1.

Cost: 10 XP

Sticky Sapper

You Expect Me to Talk?

You may now use
Willpower as a Tier 3
ability.

Cost: 10 XP

Opportunistic Fighter

I Can Do This All Day

You may now use
Resilience as a Tier 3
ability.

Cost: 10 XP

You Expect Me to Talk?

Abilities:
Name

Description

Cost

Effort

Prerequisite

Dodge

You may defend
against a ranged
physical ability or
damage

Free

3 Effort

None

Hide

After hiding
behind 50%
cover for 5
seconds, you are
considered
Hidden. Using an
offensive ability
or attacking
breaks Hidden.

Free

2 Effort

None

Sneak Attack

Melee Strike or
Small Ranged
Weapon only, You
deal +1 damage, it
does not break
Hidden.

1 XP

1 Effort

None

Kidney Shot

Melee Strike,
Target takes a
Vulnerable effect.

1 XP

1 Effort

None

Disable Device

After 10 seconds
of RP per Rank,
you may disable
target device,
trap or computer
terminal.

1 XP

1 Effort

None

Combat Roll

You may take 5
steps unharmed
in any direction,
Scouts may use
this while Hidden
to not break
Hidden.

2 XP

2 Effort

Sneak Attack

Detect Hidden

You may call this
skill to reveal
someone who is
currently Hidden.

2 XP

2 Effort

Kidney Shot

Must have
physical line of
sight to person.
Critical Strike

Melee Strike,
target takes Base
damage +2.

2 XP

2 Effort

Disable Device

Backhand

Melee Strike,
Target takes +2
damage and a
Blind effect.

3 XP

3 Effort

Combat Roll

Throat Shot

Melee Strike,
Target takes +1
damage and 10
second Silence.

3 XP

3 Effort

Detect Hidden

Aimed Shot

Ranged Strike,
Target takes +3
damage.

3 XP

3 Effort

Critical Strike

Reflect

You may call
“Reflect” on a
basic Melee
attack.

4 XP

4 Effort

Discombobulate

Human Shield

You may redirect
numerical
damage or ability
to one person
within weapon’s
distance.

4 XP

4 Effort

Throat Shot

Bypass

Strike, you may
deliver melee
damage that goes
through shields.

4 XP

4 Effort

Aimed Shot

Take Down

Melee Strike from
Behind, Target is
Unconscious for
5 minutes.
Damage breaks
this
Unconsciousness.

5 XP

5 Effort

Reflect

Exploit Weakness

Melee Strike, your
target takes
double damage
from all sources
for the next 5
seconds.

5 XP

5 Effort

Human Shield

Taser Grid

Mark out a 5x5
area. For the
next 1 minute,
anyone who
enters that area
takes a Stun and
5 Electro then a
permanent Slow
while inside after.

5 XP

5 Effort

Bypass

Once Per Event,
0 Effort

None

Pinnacle Ability
Ghost-Tech
Cloaking

You are regarded
as Invisible for 5
minutes,
regardless of
cover. Standard
Melee or Ranged
Attacking does
not break this
affect.

Free

Sentinel
Base HP: 10
Description: T he downtrodden, the defenseless and the broken are commonplace in the world. That’s

where the Sentinels and the Order come in, protectors of the weak and preaching justice, they are the
embodiment of the little good that’s left in the world. It is thought their belief in the Saints of their order
and their righteous purpose gives them power.
Advanced Classes: Paladin, Chaplain

Passives:
Name

Description

Cost

Prerequisite

Defender of the Weak

At the beginning of the
event, pick a player you
will Guard. When that
player is near you, they
gain +2HP, and your
Intercept ability costs 1
less Effort, if they are
more than 5 levels
below you, your
Intercept ability costs
no Effort and they gain
+4HP.

Cost: Free

None

Protector of the
Downtrodden

Your Defender of the
Weak ability can be
extended to one more
player per event. You
also gain +2HP and 1
temporary Armor
defense which need to
be refreshed with
recuperation when
protecting 2 targets.

Cost: 10 XP

None

Sentinel of Freedom

Once per period, you
may grant a free
Resilience to anyone
who can hear your
minimum 30 second
speech.

Cost: 10 XP

Protector of the
Downtrodden

Rallying Cry

Once per event, you
may call Rallying Cry
to instantly heal 5HP
to anyone who can
hear you and add a
temporary 1 Armor
defense.

Cost: 10 XP

Sentinel of Freedom

Justice Focused Mind

You may now use
Willpower as a Tier 3
ability.

Cost: 10 XP

Rallying Cry

Defensive Training

You may now use
Dodge as a Tier 3
ability.

Cost: 10 XP

Justice Focused Mind

Abilities:

Name

Description

Cost

Effort

Prerequisite

Resilience

You may call
Resilience to
defend against
any physical
melee strike.

Free

3 Effort

None

Intercept

You may take an
ability or
numerical
damage to an ally
within weapon’s
distance, you may
call a skill or
defense in
response.

Free

2 Effort

None

Vital Strike

Strike, Deal +1
melee damage.

1 XP

1 Effort

None

Bash

Strike, Target
takes Knockback
effect.

1 XP

1 Effort

None

Disarm

Strike, Target limb
must drop
weapon held.

1 XP

1 Effort

None

Taunt

Mental Effect,
Point at target
and they must
attack you for 30
seconds.

2 XP

2 Effort

Disarm

Hang In There

Touch, target’s
death count is
extended by 1
minute. You do
not need to keep
in contact with
the character.

2 XP

2 Effort

Bash

Get Em!

Two targets
within weapon’s
distance deal +1
damage for 3
physical attacks.

2 XP

2 Effort

Vital Strike

Demoralizing
Shout

Mental Effect,
Target deals -1
damage against
you for 1 minute.

3 XP

3 Effort

Taunt

Pursuit

When a target
within weapon’s
distance uses a
movement ability,
you may follow
them and they
take a Stun
effect.

3 XP

3 Effort

Hang In There

War Stomp

Stomp the ground
with your foot and
3 targets of your
choice within
weapon distance
take a Knockback
and a Trip.

3 XP

3 Effort

Get Em!

Ignore Pain

Buff, Self Only,
Gain 1 temporary
Armor defense
and immunity to
Pain effects while
the temporary
armor lasts.

4 XP

4 Effort

Demoralizing
Shout

Reflect

You may reflect a
melee ability back
at the target, you
may use this in
conjunction with
Intercept.

4 XP

4 Effort

Pursuit

Inspiring Shout

Vocal, Any player
who hears the
skill may instantly
remove all
negative effects.
This does not
affect yourself.

4 XP

4 Effort

War Stomp

Battle Cry

Vocal, Any player
who hears this
skill deals +1
damage with any
physical abilities
for 3 strikes.

5 XP

5 Effort

Inspiring Shout

Never Give Up

Buff, When you hit
0 HP, you may
continue fighting
until you reach
negative your
total HP.

5 XP

5 Effort

Reflect

Saintly Prayer

Touch, After 10
seconds of
uninterrupted
RP, heal target 5
HP.

5 XP

5 Effort

Ignore Pain

Once Per Event,
0 Effort

None

Pinnacle Ability
Light in the
Darkness

You may call Light
in the Darkness
to instantly heal
everyone who can
hear the skill to
maximum, and
restore their
Effort to
maximum along
with 5 temporary
HP.

Free

After this, you fall
into Bleed Out.

Street Samurai
Base HP: 8
Description: The corporations of the Neo Cities need people to fight their dirty wars against each

other, and the Wastelands tend to offer a lot of mercenary work, here come in the Street Samurai,
bound by a code, they augment their bodies with dangerous wetware and cybernetics to enhance their
abilities to do a variety of “work”.

Advanced Classes:
Passives:
Name

Description

Cost

Prerequisite

More Machine Now

The Street Samurai

Cost: Free

None

gets an additional two
slots in addition to the
standard equipment
slots to place
enhancements in. Your
first two are free, all
others must be
“acquired.”
Six Million Credit Man

You now have a total of
four slots for
enhancements.

Cost: 10 XP

None

Optical Infrared
Enhancements

You may now see in the
dark and now are
immune to Blind
effects.

Cost: 10 XP

Six Million Credit Man

Environmental Filtering
Implants

Basic non-magical or
mental environmental
effects do not affect
you, this includes
radiation.

Cost: 10 XP

Optical Infrared
Enhancements

Brain Shield Array

You may now use
Willpower as a Tier 3
ability.

Cost: 10 XP

Environmental Filtering
Implants

Upgraded Dermal
Ablative Plating

You may now use
Resilience as a Tier 3
ability.

Cost: 10 XP

Brain Shield Array

Abilities:
Name

Description

Cost

Effort

Prerequisite

Dodge

You may call
Dodge to any
ranged physical
ability.

Free

3 Effort

None

Vital Strike

You may add plus
1 damage to a
single melee
strike.

Free

1 Effort

None

Cheap Shot

Melee Strike,

1 XP

1 Effort

None

Target takes a
Stun effect.
Disarm

Melee Strike on
one limb, target
must drop
weapon held in
that limb.

1 XP

1 Effort

None

Bash

Melee Strike,
target takes a
Knockback effect.

1 XP

1 Effort

None

Combat Roll

You may take 5
steps in any
direction
unharmed.

2 XP

2 Effort

Disarm

Critical Strike

Melee Strike, Deal
+2 Base Damage

2 XP

2 Effort

Cheap Shot

Wave Strike

Melee Strike,
Target and 2
others within
weapon’s
distance take
weapon damage
+1.

2 XP

2 Effort

Vital Strike

Metabolic Control

You may enter a
vegetative state
for 10 seconds in
which you heal 5
HP afterwards.

3 XP

3 Effort

Combat Roll

Dermal Plating

Buff, Self Only,
You gain 1
temporary Armor
defense. This
does not refresh
during
recuperation.

3 XP

3 Effort

Critical Strike

Brutalize

Strike, +1 damage
and target takes
a Stun and a Trip
effect.

3 XP

3 Effort

Wave Strike

Combat Steroids

Buff, You deal +2
damage for your
next 5 strikes, but
deal -1 damage
for the next 5

4 XP

4 Effort

Metabolic Control

strikes after that
as you suffer the
side effects.
Bushido Blade

Melee Strike, you
deal +2 melee
damage coupled
with a Vulnerable
and Stun.

4 XP

4 Effort

Brutalize

Bypass

Strike, you may
deliver melee
damage that goes
through shield.

4 XP

4 Effort

Combat Steroids

Sever Limb

Strike, Target limb
is removed and
the target also
Suffers a bleed
effect.

5 XP

5 Effort

Bushido Blade

Bullet Reflection

You may call
“Reflect” to the
next 3 firearms
attacks OR skills
delivered to you.

5 XP

5 Effort

Sever Limb

Overpower

If one of your
Melee Strike
abilities is
defended by
Resilience, you
may call
Overpower to
bypass it and
deliver the strike
anyway, they can
use another
defense if they
have one.

5 XP

5 Effort

Bypass

Once Per Event,
0 Effort

None

Pinnacle Ability
Systems
Overdrive

You push your
systems into
overdrive, giving
you an additional
+2 damage for 5
minutes, as well
as 3 temporary
Armor defenses.

Free

You also gain 2
uses for free
Bushido Blade
(even if you have
not purchased it
yet). You are
immune to Trip,
Slow and Stun.
After 5 minutes
has passed and
you are still alive,
you fall into Bleed
Out.

Rhiners
Base HP: 6
Description: The world has changed, and so has it’s denizens, with the changes brought about by the

Wyrd and the effects of it’s ripples, mutations have sprung up within every race of the world, and
psychic abilities is one of the more common, simply called “Rhiners”. Hunted down due to uncertainty or
enslaved by those who wish to harness their power for their own use, the life of someone who
manifests these abilities is dangerous.
NOTE: T
 aking this class is dangerous, as there will be times where NPCs may actively target or distrust
you.
Advanced Classes:

Passives:
Name

Description

Cost

Prerequisite

Telepathy

Select one player to be
your telepathic link for
the event. You may
communicate with
them telepathically.
You may also once per

Cost: Free

None

period enter the mind
of an unconscious or
dying NPC to gain
information (marshal
needed, effects vary).
Psionic Soothing

Once per period, you
may restore one
Sanity point to a
player. You may not
restore if the target is
below 5.

Cost: 10 XP

None

Matter Acceleration

You may modify the
weapon damage type
of any player who can
hear your voice by one
of the following types
for 5 minutes once per
period: (Fire, Electro,
Ice or Psychic)

Cost: 10 XP

Psionic Soothing

Mental Shield

You may grant a free
use of Willpower to
any player who can
hear you once per
event.

Cost: 10 XP

Matter Acceleration

Harsh Life

You may now use
Resilience as a Tier 3
ability.

Cost: 10 XP

Mental Shield

Mental Reflexes

You may now use
Dodge as a Tier 3
ability.

Cost: 10 XP

Harsh Life

Abilities:
Name

Description

Cost

Effort

Prerequisite

Willpower

You may defend
against a mental
or magical effect.

Free

3 Effort

None

Push

Packet Strike,
Psychic,Target
takes 10 step
Knockback.

Free

1 Effort

None

Charm

Packet Strike,

1 XP

1 Effort

None

Psychic, Target
considers you
friendly for 30
seconds.
Telekinesis

Packet Strike, Pull
target object to
you if it is not held
by anyone, when
used on a target
limb, limb takes
Disarm effect.

1 XP

1 Effort

None

Mind Blast

Packet Strike,
Psychic, Target
takes 2 Psychic
damage.

1 XP

1 Effort

None

Brain Bleed

Packet Strike,
Target takes 1
Psychic damage
and a Vulnerable
effect.

2 XP

2 Effort

Mind Blast

Psychic Lock

Packet Strike,
Psychic,Target
takes 10 second
Stun effect.

2 XP

2 Effort

Telekinesis

Soothe

Touch, Remove a
Pain/Fear/Horrif
y/Stun effect
from target.

2 XP

2 Effort

Charm

Scramble
Thoughts

Packet Strike,
Psychic, Target
takes a Rage
effect for 15
seconds.

3 XP

3 Effort

Brain Bleed

Mind Break

Packet Strike,
Psychic, Target
takes 2 Psychic
and a Horrify
effect.

3 XP

3 Effort

Psychic Lock

Enfeeble

Packet Strike,
Psychic, Target
deals -1 damage
from all sources
for 1 minute.

3 XP

3 Effort

Soothe

Telekinetic Break

Packet Strike,

4 XP

4 Effort

Mind Break

Psychic, Select
limb, target limb is
Broken and target
takes 2 Psychic
damage.
Obfuscate

You become
Invisible for 30
seconds, taking
offensive actions
breaks this
Invisibility.

4 XP

4 Effort

Enfeeble

Smash

Packet Strike,
Throw target
against another
target within
weapons
distance. Both
targets take 3
Psychic damage
and a Stun effect.

4 XP

4 Effort

Scramble
Thoughts

Mass Obfuscate

You and five other
targets may
become Invisible
for 30 seconds,
taking offensive
actions breaks
this Invisibility.

5 XP

5 Effort

Obfuscate

Blackout

Packet Strike,
Psychic, Target
takes 4 Psychic
Damage and a
Blind effect.

5 XP

5 Effort

Smash

Mind Melt

Packet Strike,
Psychic, Target
can not use
abilities for 10
seconds.

5 XP

5 Effort

Telekinetic Break

Pinnacle Ability

Unlocked
Potential

For 1 minute, you
may throw
without Effort
cost and a 5
second channel,
Packet Strikes
that can do one of
the following
effects per
Packet Strike:
5 Psychic, Fire or
Ice damage
Blind
Stun
Fear
Horrify
Pain
Rage
For the duration,
you are immune
to Psychic
abilities and
damage. After the
effect ends, you
fall into Bleed
Out.

Free

Once Per Event,
0 Effort

None

Wyrd Shaman
Base HP: 6
Description: Religion and faith in this new, strange world varies from place to place, but with this

practice and belief seems to stem a variety of powers in which they wield to great effect. A
Samhainkind Wyrd Shaman may wield the powers of fear and their masks, or a Beachcomber Wyrd
Shaman may believe in the radicalness of Heiau. It is said that they draw upon the Wyrd itself to wield
their powers intertwined with their beliefs.
A Wyrd Shaman’s spells are delivered by 5 syllable verbal or a small 3 second music note.
Advanced Classes:

Passives:
Name

Description

Cost

Prerequisite

Shamanistic Fetish

Choose a physical
object related to your
faith or belief. This
must be kept in order
to use the passives
and abilities of Wyrd
Shaman. It counts as a
trinket slot and can be
upgraded. When killing
blowing targets, you
spend 5 seconds
praying to your faith
and you restore 1
Effort. You may also
freely explore Wyrd
pockets or portals

Cost: Free

None

without detrimental
effect.
Absorb Suffering

Once per period, you
may remove an
Insanity or Detriment
from a character but
you take it yourself, but
the duration is
lessened by one event.
You may also now
bring up to 5 other
targets into a Wyrd
pocket or portal
without detrimental
effect.

Cost: 10 XP

None

Warped Adrenaline

Once per period, you
may grant up to 5
targets an additional
+2 Effort, but at a
reduced -1 HP.

Cost: 10 XP

Absorb Suffering

Wyrd Shielding

Once per period, you
may grant a free use
of Resilience to anyone
who can hear you call
the ability.

Cost: 10 XP

Warped Adrenaline

Toughened Skin

You may now use
Resilience as a Tier 3
ability.

Cost: 10 XP

Wyrd Shielding

Wyrd Reflexes

You may now use
Dodge as a Tier 3
ability.

Cost: 10 XP

Toughened Skin

Abilities:
Name

Description

Cost

Effort

Prerequisite

Willpower

You may defend
against a mental
or magical effect.

Free

3 Effort

None

Wyrdic Blast

Packet Strike,
Target takes 2
damage.

Free

1 Effort

None

Kidney Shot

Strike, Target
takes a

1 XP

1 Effort

None

Vulnerable effect
Acceleration

Touch, up to 3
targets get a free
Combat Roll.

1 XP

1 Effort

None

Wrack

Packet Strike,
Target takes a 10
second Pain
effect.

1 XP

1 Effort

None

Sap Life

Packet Strike,
target takes 2
damage, you heal
1.

2 XP

2 Effort

Kidney Shot

Transference

Touch, you
restore 1 Effort to
target.

2 XP

2 Effort

Acceleration

Nightmare Curse

Packet Strike,
target takes a
Blind and a Fear
effect.

2 XP

2 Effort

Wrack

Enfeeble

Packet Strike,
target deals -1
damage from all
sources for 1
minute.

3 XP

3 Effort

Sap Life

Warp Weakness

Packet Strike,
target takes
double from
chosen source
type for 1 minute.
You can choose
from Fire, Ice,
Electro or
Psychic.

3 XP

3 Effort

Transference

Hex

Packet Strike,
Target takes a
Slow and 3
damage.

3 XP

3 Effort

Nightmare Curse

Advanced
Transference

You restore 2
Effort to the
target.

4 XP

4 Effort

Warp Weakness

Drain Life

Packet Strike,
Target takes 4
damage, you heal

4 XP

4 Effort

Enfeeble

2.
Enthrall

Packet Strike,
Target must fight
for you with your
direction for 30
seconds, they can
not harm
themselves.

4 XP

4 Effort

Hex

Warp Ground

Packet Strike,
Target and 3
others near the
original target
take 4 damage
and a Bind effect.

5 XP

5 Effort

Drain Life

Mind Melt

Packet Strike,
Target can not
use abilities for 10
seconds, this
includes
defenses.

5 XP

5 Effort

Enthrall

Twisted
Reflection

Buff, Latent, You
may reflect any
spell or mental
ability cast at you
back at the
target, and it can
not be defended
against.

5 XP

5 Effort

Advanced
Transference

Pinnacle Ability
Bend Reality

Mark out at
20x20 area, that
area is now
warped by Wyrd
for the next 5
minutes. Any
enemy who
enters takes 2
damage per

Free

Once Per Event,
0 Effort

None

second while
residing in it, while
players inside
have all of their
Effort costs
reduced by 2 and
deal +1 damage
from all sources.
If any other Wyrd
Shamans also
use this ability in
the same area,
the Effort costs
are reduced up to
4 total and
damage dealt is
maximum of +3.

